Marathon2Operation
Assessment of functional safety and simulations

Objectives
WP4 receives inputs from WP2 and WP3
and provides a continuous assessment
and a final evaluation.

This work package includes three main
topics:
1. Assessment of the Risk Analysis;
2. Functional Safety (FuSa) and
Running Dynamics (RuDy) aspects;
3. Evaluation of the overall safety
demonstration at train level.

Reference Standards
• EN50126:2017 Railway Applications - The Specification and Demonstration of Reliability,
Availability, Maintainability and Safety (RAMS)
• EN50129:2018 Railway applications – Communication, signalling and processing systems – Safety
related electronics systems for signalling.
• EN50128:2011 Railway applications – Communication, signalling and processing systems –
Software for railway control and protection systems
• EN50159:2010 Railway applications – Communication, signaling and processing systems – Safetyrelated communication in transmission systems

Assessment Plan
TASKS
• Assessment of safety lifecycle and safety functions
• Assessment of the simulations of train dynamics
• Assessment of the operational scenarios to be
simulated
• Generation of an overall ISA report

STRATEGY
The assessment is performed by reviewing the input
documents
The assessment team was continuously involved in
the periodic meetings with the partners

Boundaries of the research project with respect to higher TRLs
1. The organization and independence requirements deriving from EN5012x
cannot be fully complied with
2. “Generic products” (subsystems) do not have a corresponding safety
demonstration, including the HW interface with the train logic
3. Only one Specific Application configuration is considered (implementation with
only one type of loco)

Interface FuSa-RuDy (Functional Safety – Running Dynamics)
FuSa characteristics that are relevant for / influenced by the dynamic behaviour need
to be validated by RuDy simulations and tests in all the pertinent operational
scenarios, for instance:
• Reaction times
• Achievement and retention of safe states
• Degraded modes of operation

Running Dynamics: overview
• The running safety of a train with DPS needs to be ensured with respect to longitudinal dynamics and
derailment risk, by limiting longitudinal compression forces (LCF) to admissible levels and controlling
longitudinal tensile forces (LTF) to safe level.
• The running safety needs to be ensured and may not be jeopardized by implemented FuSa characteristics,
including both nominal conditions and degraded modes of DPS.

• Assessment of longitudinal running dynamics simulation work from available deliverables that include:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Validation of TrainDy simulations with measured data
Consideration of critical parameters (e.g. filling times of brake cylinders, brake efficiency, …)
Results of identification of possible train families that can be operated safely with DPS
Consideration of communication technologies for DPS (GSM-R and LTE (and 5G) )
Consideration of infrastructure characteristics (curve radius, topography)
Representation of degraded modes (e.g. comm. loss) and implemented countermeasures

Running Dynamics: appraisal
Based on several critical traction/braking manoveurs and compared to a non-DPS reference system:
• Train consists that can be operated safely with DPS based on communication by GSM-R can be identified. The
number of possible train consists can be increased using LTE (or even 5G in the future).
• With DPS in nominal mode, trains perform at least equally safe as reference system with respect to LCF

• For degraded modes of DPS due to communication losses, implemented countermeasures are capable of
keeping the LCF level at least equal.
• Track topography in combination with a communication loss might result in worse behaviour but within
uncritical LCF levels

Assessment of running dynamics simulations with respect to demonstrator setup is ongoing.

Functional Safety (FuSa): inputs for the assessment
• The lifecycle phases covered by the activities performed in the scope of M2O are those related to the upper left
part (design phases) of the V-cycle defined by the EN50126.
• Inputs for the assessment are the safety analyses performed by WP2 and the corresponding set of
countermeasures.

Overall appraisal
• The safety analyses have led to a set of countermeasures. The processes adopted by WP2 and WP3 to carry out
the analyses are adequate.
• Regarding the radio communication protocol supporting the operation of a DPS train, the result is that for
functional safety, no differences exist between GSM-R and LTE, provided that a safety layer compliant to
EN50159 is implemented (including consideration of time-outs).
• The countermeasures identified during the initial phases are being verified against their implementation in the
DPS demonstrator train, developed by FR8RAILII for the purpose of the test runs.

As a result:

• Test runs can be performed provided that additional, specific operational procedures are
implemented, to take into account that the safety evidence of the implementation of the
countermeasures is not available yet.
• Final assessment results will be based on the outcome of WP2 (in progress): they will be
published in deliverable D4.1.

In a nutshell….
(Future) real DPS applications
• full safety demonstration at all levels
• defined degrades modes, including loss of communication

→ the objective is a “limited” set of operational constraints (with respect to “normal”
trains)

Current DPS demonstrators
• full safety demonstration not available yet (due to the current TRL)
• defined degrades modes, including loss of communication and possible systematic failure of
the control system

→ additional constraints/restrictions during tests
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